S6
The fractional monolayer coverage of F -was calculated from high-resolution XPS data using eq S1:
I F 1s is the area under the F 1s photoemission peak (both peaks present in Figure S4 ), SF F 1s is the sensitivity factor for the F 1s photoemission signal (1.00), ρ O is the density of the terminating overlayer (assumed to be primarily hydrocarbon, giving ρ O = 3.0 g cm -3 ), and λ F is the attenuation length of F 1s photoelectrons moving through a halogen overlayer (1.6 nm). 2 The remaining terms in eq S1 are defined for eq 3 in the main text. The thickness of the F layer d F was determined using an iterative process, and the fractional monolayer coverage of F, θ F , was calculated by dividing by the estimated thickness of 1 ML of F -ions (0.13 nm).
3 Figure S5 presents the analysis of the F 1s photoemission data from eq S1. F was observed primarily on samples that were reacted with CH 3 
C. Derivation of Equations 8-11.
The current density ratios presented in eqs 8 and 9 of the main text are derived below.
The valence-band cathodic current density (J vb,SR,C ) and anodic current density (J vb,SR,A )
exchanging with the surface resonance are described by eqs S2 and S3, respectively. Similarly, the conduction-band cathodic current density (J cb,SR,C ) and anodic current density (J cb,SR,A ) exchanging with the surface resonance are described by eqs S4 and S5, respectively.
4-5
J cb,SR,C = −qk cb,SR,C n s Si
Here, n s is the concentration (cm -3 ) of electrons in the conduction band at the surface, N C is the effective density of states in the conduction band (cm -3 ), and k cb,SR,C and k cb,SR,A are the rate constants (cm 3 s -1 ) for cathodic and anodic charge transfer between the conduction band and the surface resonance, respectively.
The Nernst equation relating the formal oxidation energy of the Si surface resonance (E°'(Si +/0 )) to the Nernstian oxidation energy of the surface (E(Si +/0 )) can be written as
where k B is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature.
The ratio of the cathodic to anodic charge-transfer rate constants for the valence band and the conduction band are given in eqs S7 and S8, respectively.
Here, E vb is the valence-band maximum energy and E cb is the conduction-band minimum energy.
Either at or away from equilibrium, the hole and electron concentrations at the semiconductor surface are related to the quasi-Fermi level positions according to eqs S9 and S10, respectively.
The ratios of the cathodic current density to the anodic current density for the valence and conduction bands exchanging current with the surface resonance are defined as |J vb,SR,C /J vb,SR,A | = S10 Similarly, R cb,SR can be expressed in terms of E F,n using eqs S4, S5, S6, S8 and S10 to yield
As defined, conditions that lead to R vb,SR > 1 or R cb,SR > 1 indicate that the energetics at the interface favor reduction of the surface resonance, and R vb,SR < 1 or R cb,SR < 1 indicate that the energetics at the interface favor oxidation of the surface resonance. Eqs S11 and S12 are reproduced in the main text as eqs 8 and 9, respectively, to describe the flow of current at H-Si(111) surfaces undergoing oxidant-activated or potentiostatic methoxylation.
Following a similar derivation, the current density ratios presented in eqs 10 and 11 of the main text are derived below. The valence-band cathodic current density (J vb,sol,C ) and anodic current density (J vb,sol,A ) exchanging with the solution are described by eqs S13 and S14, respectively. The Nernst equation can be rearranged to yield the relationship given in eq S17.
(S17)
The formal solution energy is represented as E°'(A/A -)= -qE°'(A/A -) and the Nernstian solution energy is represented as E(A/A -) = -qE(A/A -). The ratio of the cathodic to anodic charge transfer rate constants for the valence band and the conduction band exchanging current with the solution are given in eqs S18 and S19, respectively. 
The ratios of the cathodic current density to the anodic current density for the valence and conduction bands exchanging current with the solution are defined as |J vb,sol,C /J vb,sol,A | = R vb,sol and and |J cb,sol,C /J cb,sol,A | = R cb,sol , respectively. R vb,sol is expressed in terms of the E F,p using eqs S9,
